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On the base of experimental data it was revealed that type of wave breaking depends on wave 
asymmetry against the vertical axis at wave breaking point. The asymmetry of waves is 
defined by spectral structure of waves: by the ratio between amplitudes of first and second 
nonlinear harmonics and by phase shift between them. The relative position of nonlinear 
harmonics is defined by a stage of nonlinear wave transformation and the direction of energy 
transfer between the first and second harmonics. The value of amplitude of the second 
nonlinear harmonic in comparing with first harmonic is significantly more in waves, breaking 
by spilling type, than in waves breaking by plunging type. The waves, breaking by plunging 
type, have the crest of second harmonic shifted forward to one of the first harmonic, so the 
waves have "saw-tooth" shape asymmetrical to vertical axis. In the waves, breaking by spilling 
type, the crests of harmonic coincides and these waves are symmetric against the vertical axis. 
It was found that limit height of breaking waves in empirical criteria depends on type of wave 
breaking, spectral peak period and a relation between wave energy of main and second 
nonlinear wave harmonics. It also depends on surf similarity parameter defining conditions of 
nonlinear wave transformations above inclined bottom. 
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I. WAVE BREAKING CRITERIA 
 

A wave breaking is the most known process of transformation of waves in a coastal zone. During 
wave breaking the most part of the energy of waves is spent at surf zone, influencing on a sediments 
transport and changes of a bottom relief. The criteria of a breaking of waves which are used in 
modern numerical and engineering models can be classified into two main types: 

1) criteria defining type of the breakings of waves: a) plunging (Pl) and b) spilling (Sp) by 
the different empirical dependences based on parameters of surf similarity of a coastal zone [1]: 
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where i bottom slope, L – wave length, H – wave height, indexes: 0 means at deep water, b – 
at breaking point (see Tab. 1). 
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Table 1. Type of wave breaking 
Type ξb ξ0 

Plunging 0.4 < ξb < 2 0.5 < ξ0 < 3.3 
Spilling ξb < 0.4 ξ0 < 0.5 

2) criteria defining of location of the breaking points as a limit height of breaking waves - a 
ratio between characteristic height of a wave (H) and local depth of water (h). Usually for irregular 
waves significant wave height is used, for regular – height of individual wave. The most known is 
the criterion, when at breaking point  [2]: 
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 Numerous laboratory and field experimental data demonstrate high variability of testify the 
wide range of changes of γ  in a breaking point: from 0.4 up to 1.2. These variations, as well as 
various types of a breaking of waves, can be explained with distinctions of the amplitude-phase 
frequency structure of waves before a breaking. The highest nonlinear wave harmonics, arising due 
to near resonant triad interactions, periodically exchange of energy with the main harmonic. A phase 
shifts between them also periodically fluctuate due to nonlinear and dispersive effects. The changes 
of phases and amplitudes of the highest nonlinear wave harmonics during transformation of waves 
lead to increasing of acceleration of water particles in a crest of waves greater, than acceleration of 
gravity, or orbital velocities in a wave crest becomes higher than the phase celerity of waves that 
will cause a wave breaking. Changes of phases and amplitudes of the highest harmonics depend on 
prehistory of wave transformation, because many combinations of phases and amplitudes of 
harmonics of different frequencies can be observed. It provides a variability of type of breaking of 
waves and a wide range of ratios between height of a wave and water depth in a breaking point.  

The main purpose of this work is to find out the features of spectral structure of the waves 
breaking by spilling and plunging types and to investigate how it can influence on simple empirical 
criteriaγ . 

 
II. EXPERIMENTS DESCRIPTIONS 

 
The data of two laboratory, one field and one numerical experiments performed by authors 

were used. A field experiment was performed at special research pier located on the Bulgarian coast 
of Black Sea near Shkorpilovtsy [6,7]. Wave data were registered by 15 wire string wave gauges, 
placed equidistantly at depth range from 0.5 to 4 m as shown at Fig.1b. Wave measurements in all 
15 points were made simultaneously with a sampling frequency of 5 Hz and time duration of data 
series from 20 min up to 1 hour.  

Two laboratory experiments were carried out in the wave flume of Research Center "Sea 
Coasts" in Sochi, Russia. Length of the flume is 22 m, width - 0.8 m, depth - 1 m. In the first 
experiment initially monochromatic waves with different amplitudes and periods propagate above 
underwater bar of forward slope 0.06, as shown at Fig. 1a. Waves were measured synchronously by 
8 capacity type wire gauges. Duration of each run of measurements was from 1 up to 3 min with 
sampling frequency 200 Hz [5]. In second experiment different monochromatic waves were 
propagated above inclined bottom with mean slopes 0.043 and 0.022. Waves were registered by 15 



wire capacity gauges. Duration of each run was from 1 up to 4 min and sampling frequency 50 Hz 
(Saprykina et al., 2015). At the end of flume waves were absorbed by a special constructed wave 
absorber and part of energy of reflected waves from the end of flume was less than 5%. For both 
experiments the water depth at the beginning of the slopes was 0.6 m. The depth at the top of bars 
was about 0.2 m. In field and laboratory experiments breaking type was defined visually and fixed 
by video and photo images. 

 
Figure 1. Setup of laboratory experiment. 

 
Numerical modeling was performed using MIKE 21 BW developed by DHL and based on 

Boussinesq type equations. The wave breaking is described on the base of roller conception 
suggested in [3] and, as it was proved in many investigations, is suitable for spilling and plunging 
types of wave breaking [4]. The influence of type of wave breaking on limit height of irregular 
breaking waves (2) was studied. Numerical wave flume had the length 1000 m, depth linearly 
decreasing toward to the shore in the manner to corresponding initial water depth that was 10, 15, 
20, 30 and 40 m, that required the bottom slopes 0.01, 0.015, 0.02, 0.03 and 0.04 respectively. To 
receive different types of wave breaking (Sp and Pl) the initial wave heights of range 0.4 – 1.1 was 
used. A set-up and run-up of waves on the coast was not taken in account. At the modeling 
absorbing boundary conditions was applied. Initial waves (a time series of free surface elevations) 
were irregular and generated from JONSWAP spectrum (peak parameter 3.3) with random 
distributed phases on [0, π]. Type of wave breaking was defined by parameter of surf similarity (1). 
According [9], we associated a moment of beginning of wave breaking with a maximum of a 
radiation stress. A point, where there was the maximum of radiation stress and the minimum of 
mean water level was a sign of the beginning of wave breaking. For this point local significant wave 
height Hb and local water depth were calculated. Total 54 runs of numerical experiments were 
performed; duration of wave records - 25 min.  



III. SPECTRAL STRUCTURE OF PLUNGING AND SPILLING BREAKING WAVES  
 

Laboratory experiments 
As typical example of Sp and Pl breaking waves we will consider the series of measurements 

48 and 49 where the waves propagate over the forward slope 0.043 and break at the end of forward 
slope or on the top of the bar. The parameters of waves are shown at Tab. 2.  

 
Table 2. Wave parameters in experiment 

Run Wave height, m Wave period, s Type and location of wave breaking 
48 0.14 2.29 Spilling, 18.5 m 
49 0.15 2.03 Plunging, 17 m 
 
Spatial evolution of asymmetry of waves, local wave steepness and the relative height of 

waves are shown in Fig. 2. It is visible that the waves breaking of Pl type are asymmetric on vertical 
axis (asymmetry coefficient As is negative), i.e. they have the steep forward front, while the waves 
breaking by Sp type – symmetric (asymmetry is about zero). The breaking occurs approximately at 
the same local relative height of a wave - H/h=0.78 that corresponds to usual criteria of limit depth 
of wave breaking.  
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Figure 2. Spatial evolution of asymmetry on vertical (a), horizontal axis (b), limiting height (d) and 
local steepness (e) of waves: Pl, run 49 – bold line; Sp, run 48 – thin line. 

 



To find out the details of distinctions in asymmetry of waves, the wavelet analysis was 
applied (Fig. 3). The first harmonic of waves corresponds to frequency 0.44 Hz, the second 
harmonic – 0.88 Hz, and 0.49 Hz, 0.98 Hz for runs 48 and 49 respectively. The values of wavelet 
coefficients are shown by intensity of color. It is obvious that symmetry of waves is connected with 
a relative location in crests of the first and second harmonics of waves. At the breaking by Sp type, 
maxima (crests of waves) of the second harmonic coincide on time with crests of the first one that is 
confirmed by a vertical lines of maxima (Fig. 3, a). At a breaking by Pl type the second harmonic 
are shifted on time relatively the first forward (Fig. 3, b). 

 

  

a) b) 

Figure 3. Distinctions of asymmetry of breaking waves on vertical axis. Wave records (upper), their 
wavelets transform (middle) and lines of maxima of wavelet coefficients (below): a) Sp, run 48; b) 

Pl, run 49.  
 

The differences of phase structure of waves can be explained by a different stage of their 
transformation before a breaking depending on a periodic exchange of energy between the first and 
second nonlinear harmonics. At Fig. 4 the evolution of amplitudes of the first and second harmonics 
of waves during transformation in flume are shown. In run 48 the second harmonic before a 
breaking had high amplitude, there was a backward transfer of energy from the second harmonic to 
the first one and dispersive processes prevailed over nonlinear that lead to shift of the second 
harmonic back and to formation of a symmetric wave before a breaking. In run 49, second harmonic 
before a breaking growing, nonlinear processes of transformation of waves prevailed and the second 
harmonic is displaced forward, forming a "saw-tooth" type wave with the steep forward front. 
Results of laboratory experiment are confirmed in field conditions. 

 
 

 



 
 

a) b) 

Figure 4. Evolution of wave spectra: a) Sp, run 48, b) Pl, run 49. 
 

Field experiment 
Let consider distinctions of the amplitude-phase frequency structure of waves breaking by Sp 

and by Pl on the example of a run 36 - swell waves with the peak period about 7 seconds and narrow 
spectrum. The evolution of wave spectra and wave energy in frequency band of first and second 
nonlinear harmonics are shown on figure 6. For these waves the scenario of transformation of waves 
with a periodical in space exchange of energy between first and second harmonics is typical [8] and 
therefore two lines of wave breaking exist. In outer surf zone waves breaking as Sp type, and in 
inner – as Pl type (Fig. 5). 

  

a) b) 

Figure 5. Evolution of normalized wave spectra (a) and normalized amplitudes of the first and 
second harmonics (b), run 36, field experiment "Shkorpilovtsy 2007". Wave breaking: Sp at distance 
of 155 m and Pl at distance of 70 meters. Amplitudes of harmonics are calculated by integration of 

wave amplitudes in the corresponding frequency ranges. 
 



In process of propagation of deep water waves to intermediate depth (distance of 220 m) the 
second harmonic begin to grow (Fig. 5). Nonlinearity and dispersion processes approximately 
counterbalance each other therefore waves remain symmetric with respect to the vertical axis (Fig. 
5) and break by Sp type on distance 155 m from the shore. At distance about 100 m, the second 
harmonic completely return their energy back to the first one and then again starts to grow. 
Dispersion of waves at this depth is relatively weak than nonlinearity and therefore the crest of wave 
of the second harmonic all the time is forward of a crest of the first, it leads to formation of a "saw-
tooth" wave and its breaking by Pl type.  

Asymmetry of waves and relative positions of harmonics are shown on Fig. 6. It is clear 
visible that the waves breaking by Pl type are close to "saw-tooth" shape and have the steep forward 
front, and waves breaking by Sp type have a sharp crest and a flat trough and are symmetric with 
respect to vertical axis that is confirmed by inclined lines of maxima for the Pl type breaking and 
vertical ones for Sp type breaking. Similar regularities are observed in other runs of experiment 
"Shkorpilovtsy 2007". 

  
a) b) 

Figure 6. Distinctions of asymmetry of breaking waves on vertical axis. Wave records (upper), its 
wavelet transform (middle) and lines of maxima of wavelet coefficients (below): a) Pl, b) Sp. 

 
IV. DEPENDENCE OF LIMIT HEIGHT OF WAVE BREAKING ON WAVE PARAMETERS AND TYPE OF 

BREAKING 
Laboratory experiments 
The variations of limit height of breaking waves γ  (2) was analyzed on the data of 

laboratory experiment where initially monochromatic waves are propagate over inclined bottom 
with different slopes: 0.043 (steep) and 0.022 (gentle). Practically all breaking waves were of 
spilling type. Only one event of plunging breaking was observed. On figures discussed below to this 
events corresponds highest value of 89.0=γ .  

On Fig.7 the dependences of limit height of breaking waves on different parameters for 
waves transforming above steep and gentle slope are shown. 

The limit height of breaking waves depends on steepness of breaking waves: it increases 
with increasing of wave steepness for waves with steepness less 0.05 and decreases for waves with 



steepness more 0.05. The limit height of breaking waves also depends on surf similarity parameters: 
it increases if parameter of surf similarity is less than 0.15.  

a) b) 

c) d) 

Figure 7. Dependences of limit height of breaking waves on different parameters: a) local wave 
steepness, b) surf similarity, c) asymmetry on horizontal axis, d) wave period. Transformation of 

monochromatic waves above steep (blue circles) and gentle (green stars) slopes. 
 

Numerical modeling experiments 
For specification of the dependences received in the previous section numerical experiments 

were made. 
On Fig.8 dependences of limit height of breaking waves on different parameters and type of 

wave breaking are shown. It is visible that limit height of irregular breaking waves in simple 
empirical criteria (2) depends on: a) spectral peak period; b) parameter of surf similarity; c) relation 
between wave energy of main wave harmonic and second nonlinear wave harmonic. 

In general values of limit height of breaking waves for plunging waves are greater than for 
spilling waves. For plunging breaking waves a part of wave energy of second wave harmonics is 
lower than for spilling waves. This is connected with different spectral structure of waves and 
corresponds to laboratory investigations. The limit height of breaking waves for plunging waves 



decreases with increasing of energy of second wave harmonic, but for spilling breaking waves - 
increases.  

Spilling breaking is typical for more short waves than plunging breaking. The limit height of 
breaking waves increases with increasing of wave period for spilling breaking waves. For plunging 
breaking waves it slightly decreases for wave periods from 10 up to 14 and increase for wave 
periods more 14 s. Plunging breaking occurs on more steeper slopes and near the coast line, but 
spilling breaking can occurs at greater distances from the coast due to differences of its spectral 
structure at nonlinear wave transformation.  

The limit height of breaking waves for spilling waves has a linear dependence on surf 
similarity parameter at 15.0<bγ .  

 
Figure 8. Dependences of limit height of breaking waves on on different parameters: a) wave 

period, b) d) surf similarity, c) on relative wave energy of second nonlinear harmonic, e) wave 
period distance from shoreline. 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

 
It was revealed that a type of wave breaking depends on wave asymmetry against the vertical 

axis at wave breaking point. The asymmetry of waves is defined by spectral structure of waves: a 
relative position in a crest of waves of the first and highest nonlinear harmonics, i.e. the ratio 
between amplitudes of first and second nonlinear harmonics and a phase shift between them. The 
relative position of nonlinear harmonics is defined by a ratio of the nonlinear and dispersive 



processes depending on a stage of nonlinear wave transformation and on the direction of energy 
transfer between the first and second harmonics. The value of amplitude of the second harmonic in 
comparing with first harmonic is significantly more in waves, breaking by spilling type, than in 
waves breaking by plunging type. The waves, breaking by plunging type, have the crest of second 
harmonic shifted forward to one of the first harmonic, so the waves have "saw-tooth" shape 
asymmetrical to vertical axis. In the waves, breaking by spilling type, the crests of harmonic 
coincides and these waves are symmetric against the vertical axis. 

It was revealed that limit height of breaking waves in empirical criteria depends on type of 
wave breaking, spectral peak period and a relation between wave energy of main and second 
nonlinear wave harmonics, which are defined by spectral structure of waves. It also depends on surf 
similarity parameter defining on conditions of nonlinear wave transformations over inclined bottom. 
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